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1. Introduction. - In a recent paper [1] , Toulouse and Kleman discussed the stability of defects as determined i) by the space dimensionality, d, and ii) by the dimensionality of the order parameter, n.
Their main result was that if the order parameter is an n-component vector, the dimensionality of topologically stable defects is In this paper, this result is applied to the case of binary mixtures, with d = 3, n = 1, which consequently implies d' = 2. This means that stable defects in binary mixtures are surfaces.
This concept is then applied to the special case where the binary system is made of water and an amphiphilic material, which is the case of lyotropic systems. Considerable work has been published on the thermodynamics of lyotropic system, and especially on that of micelles [2] .
A first approach, refered to as the mass action law approach [3] [4] [5] [6] Another approach has also been used, where micelles are considered as thermodynamic phases [8] . The [9] . In that case, in the ordered phase, the total interface area will tend to be a maximum, with the restrictions due i) to the connectivity properties and ii) to the amphiphilic character of the interface.
Consider now a phase-diagram (Fig. 2) [6] . Conductivity and diffusion of marked molecules [11] 
